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Legal/Industry News – UNTITLED, formerly known as Litwak & Partners, and PARKER
PINEDA & ASSOCIATES, a newly established Cayman Islands law firm, have decided to
join forces to create a new offshore group providing legal and fiduciary services both in
the British Virgin Islands and the Cayman Islands.
The group will have presence in the British Virgin Islands, the Cayman Islands, the United
States and Uruguay.
One of the key benefits of this association is that the both firms will now be able to offer
clients advice on all aspects of BVI and Cayman Islands law plus associated fiduciary
services. From now on, PARKER PINEDA & ASSOCIATES will operate as the representative
office for UNTITLED in the Cayman Islands and UNTITLED will serve as the representative
office for PARKER PINEDA & ASSOCIATES in the British Virgin Islands.
“Whist this association was of course born with the formal execution of the

corresponding agreement a few weeks ago, since the moment we commenced
discussions in relation to establishing it, we have very much been working as one
company, integrating services and procedures and briefing our clients on our expanded
capability. We are extremely happy with having the possibility to also offer our clientele
with services under Cayman law, as this is something that they have been always
interested for us to do. At the same time, we are also very happy that – since this is not
a merger but rather an association - UNTITLED remains as a pure BVI law firm, and those
additional services we can now offer will be performed by Cayman lawyers from the
Cayman Islands.” said Martin Litwak, CEO of UNTITLED.
Paul Parker, one of the founding partners of PARKER PINEDA & ASSOCIATES, added: “We

are delighted by how well the association has gone, feedback from our clients has been
very positive as they see the opportunities arising from working with a truly multi
jurisdictional group. We are now looking forward to increasing our LatAm work as well as
to expanding into other regions, such as Middle East and Asia.”
About Untitled
Formerly known as “Litwak & Partners”, Untitled is a boutique law firm highly specialized
in wealth structuring and investment funds.
As a niche law firm, Untitled provides strategic legal advice exclusively in those areas in
which its lawyers excel and have extensive credentials, deep experience and successful
case studies.

Untitled has also launched the first “Legal Family Office” in the Americas, which was
established established to respond to its clients’ need for global advice on issues related
to their international estate planning, following the recent profound macro changes
affecting the wealth structuring industry. These changes include – but are not limited to
- automatic information exchange (FATCA/CRS), tax amnesties and tax reforms. Through
its legal family office, Untitled provide its most sophisticated clientele (ultra-high net
worth and institutional families) with a bespoke, holistic review of their
existing fiduciary structure(s) based on the same principles upon which traditional single
or multi-family offices have been built: independence, absence of conflicts of interest,
providers coordination, fixed fees and transparency, among others.
About Parker Pineda & Associates
Combining years of market experience along with a progressive, pragmatic approach to
the legal services industry, Parker Pineda & Associates is a responsive, cost-competitive
and extremely user-friendly firm.
Through a combination of extensive client referrals and a network of relationships with
other global and Cayman Islands based parters, Parker Pineda & Associates has become
the fastest growing law firm in the Cayman Islands.

